Thank you for contacting us; below you will find a list of our services and prices starting from the
Tremiti islands. We can also take care of your boat reservation with the Navigazione Libera del Golfo,
both from Termoli and from Vieste.
MINICRUISE FOR TOURISTS ONLY:
The price of the minicruise with departure from the Tremiti islands in 50/70 euros per person
(depending on the season). Children up to the age of 4 can come for free; between the age of 4 and
10 they receive a 50% discount, and from the age of 11 they pay the full price. Departure is
scheduled for 10am (meeting at 9.50 for a briefing of the boat), and return around 5pm (in time to
catch the ferry back should you need to that day). The minicruise includes a tour of the islands, long
bathing stops in some of the best places where anchoring is possible. Besides aperitif, lunch, and
drinks are included . On the boat we will offer fins, but it is highly advisable that you bring your own
mask and snorkel in order to better explore the underwater world of the islands, therefore we will
not be renting them for health and safety purposes. As soon as you come on-board you must hand
us the covid19 module (please download it from our website) and follow the health and safety
procedures indicated on our website.
MINICRUISE SHARED WITH DIVERS:
The price of the minicruise shared with divers with departure from the Tremiti islands if 50/70 euros
per person (depending on the season and subject to availability). Children up to the age of 4 can
come for free; between the age of 4 and 10 they receive a 50% discount, and from the age of 11
they pay the full price. Departure is scheduled for 10am (meeting at 9.50 for a briefing of the boat),
and return around 5pm (in time to catch the ferry back should you need to that day). With the Blu
Alba boat we will take you to the best diving sites, which are also good snorkelling spots. While the
divers go off on their activities you can enjoy long bathes, lounge and sunbathe. On the boat we will
offer fins, but it is highly advisable that you bring your own mask and snorkel in order to better
explore the underwater world of the islands, therefore we will not be renting them for health and
safety purposes. As soon as you come on-board you must hand us the covid19 module (please
download it from our website) and follow the health and safety procedures indicated on our
website.
HALF-DAY MINICRUISE, JUNE-SEPTEMBER EXCLUDING AUGUST:
The price for the minicruise with departure from the Tremiti islands in the first daily shift from 10am
to 2pm (with sanitising process after 14pm) and in the second daily shift from 3pm to 7pm is 40
euros per person. Children up to the age of 4 can come for free; between the age of 4 and 10 they
receive a 50% discount, and from the age of 11 they pay the full price. The minicruise includes a tour
of the islands, long bathing stops in some of the best places where anchoring is possible. Besides
aperitif, lunch, and drinks are included. On the boat we will offer fins, but it is highly advisable that
you bring your own mask and snorkel in order to better explore the underwater world of the islands,
therefore we will not be renting them for health and safety purposes. As soon as you come onboard you must hand us the covid19 module (please download it from our website) and follow the
health and safety procedures indicated on our website.
FULL-DAY DIVING MINICRUISE

The price of the full-day diving minicruise with departure from the Tremiti islands is 80 euros per
person (this includes 2 dives), while for diving group bookings (up to 12 people) the price is 90 euros
(we apply one gratuity every 10 divers) excluding diving equipment. Departure is scheduled for
10am (meeting at 9.50 for a briefing of the boat), and return around 5pm (in time to catch the ferry
back should you need to that day). With the Blu Alba boat we will take you to the best diving sites,
which are also good snorkelling spots. While the divers go off on their activities you can enjoy long
bathes, lounge and sunbathe. On the boat we will offer fins, but it is highly advisable that you bring
your own mask and snorkel in order to better explore the underwater world of the islands, therefore
we will not be renting them for health and safety purposes. Unfortunately aperitif, lunch, and drinks
are not included this year due to health and safety measures for covid19, so we highly recommend
you bring your own water bottles (identifiable with your name) and a packed lunch. As soon as you
come on-board you must hand us the covid19 module (please download it from our website) and
follow the health and safety procedures indicated on our website.
BAPTISM OF THE SEA:
Our “baptism of the sea” is your first diving experience using full diving equipment, one-to-one with
an instructor who will lead you for around 25 minutes to explore our underwater world up to 10
metres deep. The price is 100 euros excluding full-day. As soon as you come on-board you must
hand us the covid19 module (please download it from our website) and follow the health and safety
procedures indicated on our website.
THE BOAT HAS A MAXIMUM CAPACITY OF 12 PASSENGERS DUE TO SOCIAL DISTANCING
REQUIREMENTS FOR PROTECTION FROM COVID19
RESERVATION AND DEPOSIT:
For your reservation to be confirmed we require a 50% deposit by banker’s order indicating name,
number of people and phone number. The tickets for the ferry should be paid directly to the
navigation company (card payment is also available) and the remaining fee for our services onboard should be paid cash. Please make sure you bring a copy of the banker’s order with you.
By calling us the day before your excursion with us we can coordinate our meetin-point.
The reservation is confirmed once we receive the 50% deposit for the excursion and 30% of the
hotel total. The deposit is non-refundable excluding cases when due to weather conditions you are
unable to reach the islands.
If you cancel an excursion reserved only 48 hours before, the whole price must be paid in full.
www.blutremiti.it click for our blog and news and our latest offers
Blu Tremiti Diving Facebook page
Blu Tremiti Diving Tripadvisor
Contact:
Samantha 3460961324 for INFO and RESERVATIONS

Michele 3497319260 – 3343646979 for INFO
Please make sure you download and print the modules before you arrive!!!

